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DOMAIN &
WEB-HOSTING
Section-4 : Web-Presence

Smart company choose perfect
online space in web-world
FIRST STEP TO GO ONLINE

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

Domain name and web hosting are first and foremost step when
you develop a website for your business, to make online presence
over www (world wide web). Domain name simply represents your
website address like www.abc.com, thereafter, to get a website
active and live on the internet, web hosting is must. Web hosting is
basically the space that you buy on a web server to store your
website files. When you buy website hosting, you basically rent
space on a server where your web files will be placed. It should be
taken as soon as you plan to take your business online.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET
INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

we provide your desired domain name, as per the availability. In a
scenario where your desired domain name is not available then we
suggest your other alternate domain names so that you can opt as
per your choice from other available options. Along with this we
also provide you, 2 business e-mail id and 1-year Webhosting
services. These are one-time services which comes for a fix period
i.e. 1-year validity. With client’s approval we arrange auto renewal
also.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED
To provide your desired domain name and webhosting services we
require your business details such as address, e-mail id,
organisation name, contact details, GST If available, Apart from this
to check the availability of your desired domain name we require at
least 3 - 5 suggested names in order of your priority, which you
want to make your domain name.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

In order to provide you your desired domain name and web
hosting service first of all we obtain your exact requirements from
you like what kind of domain name you are looking for, then as per
your inputs we search the availability of your desired domain
names, if it is available we use your KYC details as provided by you,
then reserve that domain name for you. In case of non-availability
of desired domain names, we discuss all available options with you,
then after your satisfaction and approval we proceed to reserve
that alternative domain name. Once all required information is
provided by your side, then usually It takes 1 to 2 working day to
reserve your domain name and web hosting space.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under domain name and web hosting we will provide the desired
domain name and web hosting service only. But it does not include
providing of shared web hosting. If you want to host multiple
domain name on your web server then you must buy shared web
hosting service and you need to inform us for this separately.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

Domain name and web hosting services comes with limited period,
it must be renewed every year to keep it active continuously. If it is
not renewed on time, then your website and domain name will not
be available to be accessed on world wide web (www). To avoid this
scenario, you can also take our auto renewal service.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT
Section-4 : Web-Presence

We make your business Creative,
innovative, Engaging & Unique.
INTRODUCE YOUR IDEA TO ONLINE WORLD

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

Website is an important tool to promote and sell your products and
services. It keeps you connected with new customers and gives
your customers a base to reach you any time, no matter you are
active or not, but your website takes cares of your customers 24/7.
If you want to grow your business beyond local territories, if you
want to build your business credibility, if you want to compete with
big brands, if you want to showcase your business idea, and most
important if you want to o for digital marketing then website is the
first thing you must have. The sooner you develop your website,
sooner your business will grow fast.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
Under website development we prepare website wireframe for
client understanding, then on that wireframe we develop website
which would be optimised for (search engine optimisation) SEO
point of view. In addition to this our development process includes
mobile friendly version of website for better utility.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

To develop your dream website we need to know what exactly your
requirement is, what functions you want on your website, which
tools you needs for your services, what is your purpose from your
website i.e. informatic website, lead generation website, ecommerce website etc, static or dynamic website etc. In addition to
this basic information we also require your active involvement
during the entire process of website development, so that we can
manage stage wise progress and approval from your side.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

Once we come to know your exact requirement then we require all
necessary details and information from client in one file or e-mail.
Here you need to take care that all requirement should be
provided by you at once, because any other requirement at later
stage will be considered as a new task, which will require additional
cost. Once we get all required things from client side then we will
prepare and share website wireframe with client, after his approval
we will develop the website as per approved wireframe. After
receiving all necessary requirements from client side usually it
takes 10 - 15 days to develop an informative static website and 15 30 days for dynamic website.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under website development we will provide the website with
sample data only, as per your approved wireframe. But it does not
include providing of any unique data, contents, images, videos,
animation, payment gateways etc. Providing of unique data,
contents, images, videos, animation etc will be considered as an
additional work which will require additional charges as per your
requirements. Apart from these domain hosting and website
maintenance are also not included in this.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

Website development is a continuous process, and it requires
updation at regular intervals. It also includes renewal of domain
name and maintenance of website.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

MOBILE APP
DEVELOPMENT
Section-4 : Web-Presence

Improvise your customer
interface
MAKE YOUR BUSINESS REACH IN EVERY HAND

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

In this digital world If you want to take your business to everyone's
hand then mobile app is should be your priority. A well-designed
mobile app improves your brand goodwill and results in increased
number of customers. It creates a direct marketing channel for
your business and customers can avail your service or product any
time anywhere with the help of your mobile app. One of the biggest
benefits of having a mobile app is that all the information you
would like to provide to your customers, like special sales and
promotions etc. will be right at their fingertips in seconds.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
Under this we provide you a user-friendly mobile app wireframe.
This will be a android based mobile app. With this we also provide
a free backend support up to 3 months. After completion of your
mobile app we provide a demo and training about the functionality
of your mobile app. Apart from developing your mobile app, we
help you in registering your mobile app (APK file) at play store also.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

To develop a unique mobile app for your business we require all
the details of your business like your business structure, business
model, details of goods or services in which your business deals in,
technical functions which you want on your app etc. Apart from
this your active involvement will also be required during the entire
process of mobile app development, so that we can manage stage
wise progress and approval from your side. Most importantly we
need each information to start mobile app development process at
once, all the information and requirement should be given over
mail only.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

To understand your requirements our team will conduct a detailed
discussion through various meetings, where you need to provide
us all the necessary inputs about your mobile app expectations. All
requirement should be provided by you at once because any other
requirement at later stage will be considered as a new task, which
will require additional cost. After that we will develop the mobile
app wireframe. Then wireframe is shared with client for discussion
and corrections. After client confirmation and approval, we will
develop the mobile app as per approved wireframe. Thereafter
APK file of final approved mobile app is provided to the client. After
receiving all necessary inputs from client side usually it takes 2 - 3
months to develop a mobile app.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

In mobile app development we will provide the APK file with sample
data only, as per your approved wireframe. But it does not include
providing of any unique data, contents, images, videos, animation,
payment gateways etc. Providing of unique data, contents, images,
videos, animation etc, will be considered as an additional work
which will require additional charges, as per your requirements.
Backend support and maintenance after initial 3-month free period
is not included in this.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

As per always changing demand and requirement of customers and
market, mobile app is supposed to be updated time to time. This is
a continuous process which should be one at regular intervals.
Apart from this having your mobile app also requires regular
backend support and maintenance. Hence you must renew every
year your mobile app maintenance service and backend support
service.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

CRM
DEVELOPMENT
Section-4 : Web-Presence

Streamline your processes to
automate your business.
TO CONVERT YOUR DATA INTO REPORTS

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

CRM helps a business in data management and data analysis, help
to recognize the value of its customers and to capitalize on
improved customer relations. The better you understand your
customers, the more useful you can be to their needs. CRM
provides sales and marketing teams with a set of tools to manage
the entire sales and marketing funnel, from lead qualification to
opportunity management, forecasting, and deal closure. It enables
customer service teams to manage customer requests and
automate service operations by following pre-defined processes for
customer care excellence. You must develop your CRM when you
want to manage database of a large customer base and streamline
your different business processes through automations.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
Under CRM development we provide a customised CRM software
according to the specific business activity of client. Along with CRM
software we also provide proper training sessions to understand
the functions of CRM at the time of final delivery.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

There are certain inputs that we required to develop the CRM
Software like Client business activity, working culture of
organization and Objective to prepare CRM. To develop the
customised CRM as per clients specific requirement we need his
objectives, It includes a detailed information about their customer
base, details about product or services in which they deals in,
internal structure of the organisation, details about those process
and departments which required to be automated, for example
sales, finance, marketing, operation, human resource etc.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

First step towards developing CRM is to do research on client’s
business and understand their exact requirements. Various
meeting is conducted with client to obtain all required details and
information. After this we plan effective strategies for favourable
outcomes. thereafter next step is to Create wireframe and design
of CRM. Once wireframe is created, we share it with client for
discussion and approval. when wireframe is approved then we
prepare the CRM based on this approved wireframe. Once CRM is
finalised, we test this CRM software to identify any deficiency and
at last we provide it to clients. After receiving all necessary
requirements from client side usually it takes 2 - 3 months to
develop customised CRM.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

In CRM development we provide only a customised CRM software
according to client's specific need, but it does not include any kind
of backend support and maintenance of this software after initial 3month free period. Backend support and maintenance of software
is considered as a separate task which requires additional charges.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

CRM software is like complete a tool to manage and analyse large
amount of data, which require updation and maintenance at regular
interval. Because its management is a continuous process so its
management and back end support services must be renewed
every year, so that it can work continuously and effectively.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

GRAPHIC
DESIGNING
Section-4 : Web-Presence

Attract more customers with
creative designing
DESIGNING FUTURE FOR BUSINESS

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

It is a tool to enhance how you communicate with other people. It
serves to convey your ideas in a way that is effective. Graphic
design communicates ideas or messages in a visual way. It is an art
and practice of planning or projecting ideas & experiences with the
help of visual and textual content. These visuals can be a business
logo, or page layouts on a website etc. Graphic design is the
process of visual communication using typography, photography,
iconography, and illustration. Graphic design is required for the
growth and improvement of the business, to reach niche audience,
to create awareness of the brand, to give the information to the
public about your brand in creative way.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
It includes various creatives like logo, brochures, images, charts,
graphs, booklets, pamphlet, magazines, web layouts etc. Apart
from this, there is a long list of miscellaneous deliverables which
we provide as per the client requirement which includes everything
which can be presented in a graphical way.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

For creating an unique graphic as per the requirement of the client
we need to know what exactly your requirement is, what blueprint
you have in your mind, what is your purpose from graphics, what
message you want to convey from graphic. a detailed Idea about
the creativity you which you want in your graphic like description of
font, colour, and typography etc. so that we can execute our
innovation in it. In addition to the information we also require your
active involvement during the process of graphic development, as
and when required, so that we can give you best result.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

First step towards developing unique graphics is to understand the
exact requirements and for this we will be sending the form to be
filled by the client, and if required our team obtain all required
details and information from client through meetings over the call
or at our office premises. Once we get all required things from
client side then we will prepare and share draft of graphics with
client for his approval and discussion. Thereafter his approval we
will develop the graphics as per approved draft. Once final draft is
ready then it will be given to client for his comments, correction,
updation, if any. After receiving all necessary requirements from
client side usually it takes 3 - 5 working days to create a unique
graphic as per requirement.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under this we create and provide a defect less graphics according to
the specific requirement of the client which can be used by client
without any restriction, but it does not include the benefits of
copyright. If client wants graphic to be protected, then he needs to
inform us separately for this and it shall be considered as separate
task which will require additional cost.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY

RENEWAL &
RECURRING

Human perception to see the world always changes, so our graphics
should also be capable of representing our message in that way
which is useful to the market and customer at present. Hence as
per always changing demand and requirement of customers and
market, graphics is supposed to be updated time to time and it is a
continuous process which should be done at regular intervals. So,
you must renew your graphics support service on time to keep it
effective continuously.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

CONTENT &
BLOG WRITING
Section-4 : Web-Presence

You Can't imagine online
presence without unique content
NO MAGIC HAPPEN WITHOUT CREATIVE CONTENT

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

If you have website, mobile app, social media profiles etc, then you
always need to have unique content for existing and proposed
audience. For example, if you want to make your YouTube video
viral then its script must be unique and creative, and here creative
contents writing play an important role. Apart from this, blog &
contents writing attract more traffic towards your website, increase
SEO/SERP, establish brand as an industry leader, create awareness
regarding your business and organisation, give more leads, etc. and
this all ultimately results in increased sales. Whenever an
organisation wants to attract more and more audience, customer,
and relevant traffic in his website, then they must have a unique
and SEO oriented content and blog writing at regular interval.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
According to client specific requirements we provide good quality
and unique contents on the subject matter for your website,
mobile app, social media profiles, video or for content marketing.
Apart from good quality and uniqueness. our content and blog
writing service also has copy pass and SEO oriented quality.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED
To deliver you unique and copy pass content according to your
specific requirement we need few basic information about your
expectation like overview of your business, your purpose of
content and blogs, details about your audience category, your
customer base details, details about the plate forms where you
want to post these blogs, contents & video like your website, social
media, mobile application, YouTube etc.

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

To prepare a unique and copy pass SEO oriented content and blog
as per your requirement, firstly we will do research on your
business, customer base, audience category etc. Then we write the
blogs, contents & video script. After writing we conduct proper
check to make sure contents are copy pass. Once we are sure that
contents are unique, we deliver it to client. Depending upon the
uniqueness and quantity of contents usually it takes 3 - 5 working
days to deliver proper content.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under content, blog & video script writing we provide unique and
good quality content only, but it is does not include any contents in
the form of legal or professional comments or conclusions. Our
blog and content writing does not include more than one revision.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY

RENEWAL &
RECURRING

We are living in a time where world faces so many changes with
each new day, so our contents and blogs should also be renewed
according to new updates of the world. Each day there are new
announcement on existing things daily, technology updates on a
very short interval, so if you want to keep your audience attracted, if
you continuously want more and more traffic then you must post
renewed and updated contents and blogs at regular intervals, and
for this you should renew your blog writing contract on time.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here

VIDEO
PRODUCTION
Section-4 : Web-Presence

People would read or not but
they will definitely watch
TO CATCH MORE ATTENTION

WHY &
WHEN
REQUIRED

WHAT
WILL
YOU GET

INPUT
NEEDED
FROM
CLIENTS

If you want to capture the market, video is one of the best ways to
convey your message. In this digital world where everything
becomes viral within few hours, video is the best marketing weapon
that helps in Brand building, customer awareness, lead generation,
passive income generation, attract the clients, customer connect
etc. Video helps to promote your business over the social media,
i.e. YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, twitter etc, and creates
awareness about your business establishment. Sooner you start
digital marketing via video sooner your brand reach to larger
audience.

WE WILL PROVIDE YOU
With video production we provide high quality video on the subject
matter as requested by the clients. We also provide teasers or
short trailer of video to attract more coverage. Additionally, on
clients request we also provide subtitles and voiceover of video. In
this we also provide you our studio access for video shoot.

WITHOUT THESE WE CAN'T PROCEED
In order to deliver a good quality video, we need your exact
expectation like duration of video, quality standard (HD, 3D,
animation etc.), complete and raw script in the same language in
which you want to create video etc,

MORE AUTOMATED LESS HUMAN DEPENDENT

PROCESS
&
TIMELINE

First step for preparation of video is to obtain all necessary
information from client. Thereafter we will schedule a meeting to
explain you the process of video shoot. Thereafter you need to visit
our studio on the given date for video shoot. Our team will assist
you to prepare yourself for shoot, once you are ready, then we will
shoot the video on you. After shoot is successfully done our editing
team will check the quality of the video, if they find it perfect then
this raw video will be sent for editing. Once editing is done, we will
deliver the final video to the client. Depending upon the client’s
requirement 5 - 10 minutes duration video takes 10 - 15 working
days to shoot, edit and complete.

MUST BE READ THOROUGHLY AND CAREFULLY

EXCLUSIONS

Under this we provide a good quality video as per requirement of
client, which includes access of our studio for video shoot, editing of
video, voiceover, subtitles, and a CD consist of original video only.
But it does not include script writing, training of acting, model for
shoot and attires. If client want these additional services like script
writing, training of acting, attire and model for shoot, then it should
be informed to us separately and this additional service require
additional charges as per the requirements.

IT WILL CREATE RECURRING RESPONSIBILITY
RENEWAL &
RECURRING

In case client want video service second time or If want any changes
in video after final delivery, then he can renew his package so that
all required changes can be discussed and video can be shoot again
or updated as per latest requirements.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TICK THIS BOX IF YOU WANT TO TAKE THIS SERVICE IN YOUR PACKAGE
If you want to customize this service, give your notes here
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